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orangepeel
Issue 1

Cover a,: Hawaiian Sunset by Georgi Warren

orangepeel is a digital literary and visual arts publication. Its
objective is to showcase memorable pieces from around the

world. More information can be found on the orangepeel
website at orangepeelmag.wordpress.com. Follow

orangepeel on Instagram at @orangepeelmag for updates
regarding submissions and new issues.
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A le%ter from the editor

Firstly, I would like to thank all of the wonderful people that eagerly
submitted their work to this magazine. I was overwhelmed by the pieces
that I received, and I hope that orangepeel does them justice.

I created orangepeel with a desire to forefront memorable work. For
me, a piece does not have to be shocking or action-packed to stick in my
mind. I came to this project with a scene from J.D. Salinger’s short story
“Teddy” in mind, in which the title character looks out of a porthole and
sees a pail of orange peels dumped into the ocean. “In a few moments,
the only place they’ll still be floating will be inside my mind,” he reflects.
This scene has always stayed with me, as if it were an orange peel itself.

This issue of orangepeel, I believe, is full of these images. A leaf. An
apple. A notebook. A record. These are just a few of the things in these
pages that come to mind. We may not be holding them, but they can
continue to float in our minds. Again, I am so thankful to everyone who
allowed orangepeel to include their work. They have given us so many
interesting things to mull over!

The word youth brings to mind different things for different people.
For some, a time they wish they could return to. A fleeting moment of
individuality, creativity, and sensory richness. To others, youth is a
reminder of what was not had. Of a need to fit in. Of a world that is too
overwhelming, too immense. Youth is all of these things at once. In our
first issue, we explore the complexity of this evocative concept.

To find pieces for orangepeel, I asked friends and strangers alike to
submit their work for consideration. I never expected this magazine to
get the attention that it did. orangepeel features works by artists from the
United States, the United Kingdom, Cyprus, Spain, Romania, Japan,
Bahrain, Italy, Poland, Chile, Canada, and Turkey. We are all brought
together by this issue of orangepeel, and I hope to continue this type of
global collaboration in future issues.

Finally, thank you for reading our first issue! Get comfy, grab your
favorite drink, and enjoy the places that these pieces take you.

Gabby
editor of orangepeel
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Gretchen Nevin
Vacation
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She has
woven worth
and wisdom
into each braid...
Each on time for its own
baptism as she dips the ends into boiled water...
“Pretty,” my mother says.
"Pretty," I say.

B. Elae
Plaits
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Slice. Thunk. Slice. Thunk.
The knife moves smoothly in a rocking motion, paper-thin pale green
wafers falling in its wake. Sunlight streams in through an unseen
window, a spotlight for the dust particles dancing in the early morning. A
hand slides any lingering cucumber off the knife onto a wooden
chopping board.

Salt. Pepper. Sesame Oil.
Slices, now seasoned, are thrown into a bowl and tossed through a back
and forth motion of the wrists. Mixed, the cucumbers are smuggled into
a jar where they will sit and pickle for many hours, hiding behind several
larger jars in the bottom shelf of the fridge, lest a small, bored child come
eat them before they are ready.

A slight stretch of the shoulders. A rinsing of the knife.
Two pots heat gently on the stove. One boils orange-red, the other pale
green. They are murky, powder churning and settling with every stir.
Wisps of steam rise from each, tiny bubbles rising to the surface before
fading from view with a pop.

Slice. Thunk. Slice. Thunk.
The knife gets to work again, not so gently this time as its full weight is
needed to shred the onion. The hands are needed to wipe away forming
tears, but while this makes for halting progress, the process does not
take too much time. In short order, a neat pile of perfectly shredded
white cubes lay on the chopping board and the hands take their break to
wash themselves. Lightly doused with oil before throwing them into a
pan with bulgogi, the sound of sizzling onions fills the quiet kitchen
space. Deft back and forth motions of the wrist create tumbling waves
that roll until they reach an acceptable hue of golden brown.

A drink of water. A crack of the neck.
A nightgown flares as its owner makes one spin from sink to oven. Knife
falls lithely upon long sprigs of spring onions, left hand darting back to
the stove and beginning the toss-turn motion of the pan once more.
Brown meat is met with gold and green onions in a casual blender until a
hand flicks the stove off and shepherds the mix into a glass container.

Crack. Stir. Crack. Stir.
One hand stirs the two soups while the other cracks eggs. Yolk spills off
into white bowl and clear liquid until these colors too are blended into
deep orange. A hand flicks off the gas for the seaweed soup right as it
begins to simmer, and dims the fire of the red before it gets the chance
to boil.

Hiss. Steam. Clattering from upstairs as someone wakes up.
Flicking the rice cooker open to let the hot air escape, the hands seem
happier. Working overtime, they set the table, ladle the soup, uncork a

Hyewon Hong
cooking
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dozen different small dishes from the fridge, bring out the chopsticks
from the drawer, fry the eggs off and roll them into a gyeran mari.
Tossing three glass containers into the microwave, one hand flicks the
stove off for good and puts a lid on the sunset orange-red soup.

Whirrrr. Thunk. Hum. Click.
Opening the microwave to another wash of steam, the hands gingerly lift
an amalgamation of tofu and spice and fish cake onto a wooden serving
platter. Ladling the green soup into bowls, the hands are careful to avoid
burning themselves. The table is set now, and as there are no sounds
from upstairs, the hands take their time scooping rice into separate
bowls before closing the lid.

Thunk. Step. Thunk. Step.
Stumbling down the stairs, a disheveled boy comes with bleary eyes in
search of food. Seeing the table laid out in front of him, he sits down,
says a quick thank you, and begins to eat. Contented hands sit across
from him, and while the rice in their bowl diminishes at a steady pace,
they do not partake with quite the same… rush as the boy. The air is filled
with bubbling soup, clinking chopsticks, and muffled chewing.

A long contented sighhhh comes out of the boy, accompanied by
a dramatic slump.
Two hands pat their now sated stomach before they breath a quick word
of thanks and dart back upstairs to get ready for school. The red soup on
the stove is hardly noticed, but it is enough to make the boy’s mouth
water on his way up. The hands idle contentedly as they continue to eat.
Now that the early morning rush is over, they are able to take a slight
break while the boy goes off to his day (this is the hands’ favorite and
least favorite part of the day, when the boy is not home).

Pop. Bubble. Gurgle. Stir.
One hand idly cracks more eggs while the other stirs the beginnings of
tteokbokki. While throwing some more gojuchang in, the hands judge that
it is time and begin to chuck cakes of fish and rice into the pot. Pale
white and frosted brown sink into red water, drowning slowly in the thick
mud. Frowning slightly, one hand adds more water until the consistency
falls somewhere between water and honey. Flicking the gas back on, the
hands start to swirl the eggs into a frying pan where they slowly darken.
Waiting until they are just singed to crispiness, there is one flip, two flips,
and they are plopped into a now bubbling red mixture of white rice cakes,
tan fish cakes, yellow eggs, and clear vegetables.

The hands show off to no audience when they whirl into motion.
Ripping open a ramen packet, they set another pot of water to boil on the
stove and begin washing the containers starting to fill up the sink.
Stacking dishes into a washer, the hands move boldly and without
hesitation, displaying military efficiency that would move a sergeant to
tears. Ruthless in their extermination of smudges, the hands clean four
glass containers and set them aside for later use. Darting back to the
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stove, they toss ramen into now boiling water and throw open six
drawers in pursuit of a strainer. Finding one seconds before the bubbles
escape and spill onto the stove, the hands thrust the pot and sieve into
an empty sink. Water runs through noodles, mesh, and drain as the
hands watch and bask in the rising cloud.

Plop. Ladle. Bubble. Stir.
Adding the noodles carefully so nothing spills, the hands start to apply
the finishing touches. A wooden spoon makes sure that everything is
mixed evenly, a small whirling vortex in its wake. A lid is tossed onto the
pot when it is deemed satisfactory. Humming now, and fully in the swing
of things, the hands turn back inside and busy themselves with cleaning
the table before setting it again. Once again, dozens of small containers
emerge from the fridge and make their way in stages to the dining table.
Rice is scooped, the eggs are slightly charred, and the hissing red pot on
the stove is cooled and split into two bowls. The hands become visibly
happier when the sound of a garage door closing can be heard.

Finishing, they wait, as it seems they have always done, for the
boy to join them.
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The bike trip down
all coast and brakes
zip down the steepest hill in town
fast air blew hair back
the whole way down
dread the trek back up
but the candy
penny a piece
Swedish fish sour patch kids
Purple berries tootsie rolls
Gummy bears of so many colors
each displayed behind a glass case
separated into their own fish bowls
Ten of these twenty of those
Grimy hands of a car mechanic
not a deli worker calloused up
grease in all the cracks
a handful of sweets on his palm
flicked with his thumb
and counted one two
one hundred
into a small brown paper bag
One dollar and thank you sir

Jason Melvin
The things we do for penny candy
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When I was younger I believed we lived in a doll’s house. I used to lay on
the top bunk in the room that me and my brother shared, gazing up at

where the red and pink paint clashed in a wobbly line and picturing these
giant hands hovering above the house. The house in my mind -- and the
memory is so clear -- was a dark wooden version of one you would see in
a child’s drawing. Two floors, four windows (two on each floor), a curved

door, and a triangle roof, which is where you would find the dusty,
forgotten attic that hadn’t been explored in years. Because we were both
born in the house I believed that they had put us there, the hands, and I
remember blaming them for Dad’s disappearance. I imagined them

snatching him away when mum told us he’d left. I figured the hands were
responsible for who lived in our house and because of that they
controlled who came in and out, picking people specially for us.

Growing up we always had a busy house. Mum had a large family and I
don’t think she could live with the space and silence Dad’s absence

created. Almost instantly, she filled the space with funny looking objects,
with different shapes and uses, plastered the walls with bright colors and
laid down rugs with textures that tickled our feet. She then crammed the
house with travelers who were used to inhibit the silence. They would
travel into the city every day and settle down with us for dinner each
night. The students, although they never stayed long, made the house
loud, bustling, and bearable. They would often come in pairs and tell us
stories of far away lands, bring presents, feed me biscuits, and let me

brush their hair. I never knew hair could be so curly. At night I would see
the hands watching us and, not knowing their next move, they scared

me. It began to feel as though as soon as we had warmed and adjusted
to the new family additions, they were gone, new faces replacing old
ones. Not understanding why they or Dad had left, I decided that I

must’ve been naughty, because Mum took things away from me when I
misbehaved. When I figured this out I always tried to help her whenever

she asked so that the hands wouldn’t take me or anyone else.

I used to think about the hands so much that I would no longer have to
lie in a trance on my bunk bed, pinning my eyelids so tightly together that
I went dizzy, in order to see them. They started to be just there, waiting,

ready and at fault for everything that happened to our house and,
consequently, me. The hands never had an owner. They were mounds of

flesh existing in space, an amalgamation of every hand I had come
across. They worked as a pair, listening only to their counterpart, their

other half, as the household’s thoughts and feelings went by unnoticed. I
began to resent the hands as over time I saw that their governing actions

Mia Sinclair
Digits
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had given way to narcissism. They had become drunk on the intoxicating
power their existence had created, forging a structure of superiority that

lulled us into a dependent haze. Because of this, I grew to intensely
dislike them as I realized that in their invention I had given them

ownership of not just my body, but my mind.

It was only until I recognized that my life was incredibly mundane that I
realized nothing, especially autonomous hands, would spend years
creating and controlling a household that was so utterly boring.

Pamira Yanar
blinds
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I glimpse your curved back turned to the road
beneath a silver guard rail not there for you
and in your death I know you lived
a day ago, a week, last month.
Too big to be newer than that.

Did you pick summer’s final
blackberries? Or absorb sun’s knowing
last kiss hours before transmuting
to a mile marker without numbers or words,
citing nothing for drivers except
life’s true purpose stolen on paved roads
not your own. Animals and childhood
don’t get chalk outlines so they buttoned
me up in a white coat instead.

Was it a silver semi father,
his generational trauma
40 tons on the accelerator?
Or a blue 4-door mother, quietly
allowing slow death?

For weeks I’ll pass you with sighs and songs,
pretending I don’t see me,
as rain and night tuck your wildness
into the asphalt.

Shagufta Mulla, DVM
Roadkill Like A Daughter
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Aarin Purple
collapsed utopia dream
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Akissi Nzambi
Wind in the Wires
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Picture this:
I am fourteen and my hair is long braided and stiff with salt.
My head rests on a pillow filled with the sand man's sickle cells
and I drift, sway, seasick.
Even strong shoulders tire
after adjusting for the weight of the wind
in the sails attached to my sailboat.
The sea haunts my body, the waves
won't stop waving, won’t leave me alone.
They insist
on swaying me to sleep.
Their treasure not on the map,
their baby in its cradle.
Now open your eyes,
all four of them,
and look at me.
Nineteen, l-intoxicated,
head on the pillow, sea
sick
sick
of
something that goes without saying,
something that goes without leaving a note on the table,
something that goes without a name.
The boy I am dodged the sail when the wind changed.
The girl I was was knocked overboard.
Drowned, poor thing.
But she still speaks
in whispers, when I drink, like the sailors
more traditionally, like a shell found on the beach. I hear her rustle
when I turn and drag the sheets with me,
drenched in sweat, tasting more like fish than like salt.
My head on the pillow, just barely
and always, for
ever
the tide changes.
The room swims.
The body paddles.
Sleep drowns.

Simon Hauwaerts
Sailor Sickness
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Atop the city lies a castle shrouded in fog and tourists: the
Castelo de São Jorge. Visitors supposedly come to see the ruins of an
old past, but in truth many spend their time overlooking the world of
Lisboa. In their defense, the view is quite spectacular, though the castle
often feels slighted by the difference between intention and attention.
Flecks of persistently green moss are trodden on underfoot, molding
themselves to fit the shoes of near past. They have long accepted their
place in lining the cracked cobblestone, and care no longer about those
who walk along them.

One such tourist delights in feeling the patterns of an unseen
wind dance across his skin, in listening to the spray of the ocean as it
grinds down stone and observing other such naturey things. He breathes
in the city, slightly surprised to find the air crisp and free of the smell of
cigarettes and gasoline, before gazing out at the horizon. Below him are
all the elements of human existence, captured in the far away streets
filled with tiny, shifting, bodies.

Leaves tumble endlessly in the wind, sifting along the boundaries
of the stone railing. On a whim, the tourist decides to pick one up. It is a
nondescript leaf, auburn brown and full of color (save for a slight fading
along the right-side edge and two black dots of an unknown origin on its
left). It is dry and crackly, young, and proud, bitter to be released with
Spring so soon on the horizon. He turns it over in his hands to feel the
sandpaper texture before opening his palm to let the wind blow it over
the city.

Suspended atop the castle hill, the leaf floats for one, two, three
seconds before spinning end over end into the open air. It curves away in
a slight arc, blown back up in altitude periodically by unseen drafts
before it is reclaimed by gravity. It dances in the pale sunlight and blue
sky, and from the right angle one might see the merry jig of its shadow
briefly on the ocean stage. The sun watches its descent with bemused
interest until its view is obscured by a curtain of shifting clouds.

In the distance is a bridge shrouded in fog, the Ponte 25 de Abril.
Miniscule cars can be seen entering and exiting its borders, but what
happens within its golden spires stays hidden by the rising fog.
Underneath the bridge is the wide ocean, pale sunlight reflects off the
shifting waves into thousands of little diamonds. They call with their
strait-laced lines, beaming their reflections up to the leaf with promises
of salt-stained waters, unfathomable depths, and mysterious journeys.
Too dazed to respond, the leaf responds only with silence. The wind
moves the leaf in a more eloquent answer, currents steering it towards a
firmer destination.

Descending now to the tops of the buildings, the leaf traces slow
circles in the air around ornamental gargoyles, spires, and unattended
monuments. These things too wish in silent voices that the leaf should
come rest with them, to stay in the shelter of shadow and dust to keep
the cigarettes and shattered glass company, yet the wind gives them the

Hyewon Hong
meandering leaves
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same soundless answer it has given for centuries by whisking the leaf
further away and leaving them to their wordless solitude.

Landing now at the end of its long voyage, the leaf stares back at
its home place as it drifts between alleyways and open plazas. Coming
to a rest along the sidewalk, the leaf waits for its body to crumble on the
cracked stones, content. The Castelo de São Jorge looms over the city
from its hilly perch, leaves teetering on the edge of its walls. As one leaf
hits the ground, another has begun its long, perilous, journey into the
unknown. They all know that this journey is to have no happy ending, yet
all are satisfied by the time they reach the bottom, and none regret their
leap of faith or resent the everchanging wind. Thus, it is that the wind
continues to grant their requests, and so leaves continue to meander the
city of Lisboa through their never-ending dance of ocean, sun, and sky.

Pamira Yanar
we were collecting
fragments of sun
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fear trickles like floods
at first you shared wonder

at desert caves your children’s
eyes made from sinkholes

in culvert walls by dry ponds
you saw potential in their visions

steps formed of clay notches
buffalo grass tufts handholds up

through red dirt transforming landscapes
blueprint dreams for star-sky hideouts

but you thought of walls collapsed atop them
conscious of Kansas dirt stifling cries

so when prayed-for precipitation arced down
in torrents downed arches

tread muck-drowned tomorrow only
one thing remained a faint rain

bowed outline bones turtle shell turned
chalk writing on that culvert wall

a final piece dug out when dry
for your children to draw on

safe sidewalks smiling faces
bodies removed fossil remains

Jericho Hockett
Fossil
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Mona Almoataz
Spiritual Solidarity
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Jill Keller
When Our Outlook Was Simple
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Maria Titan
Honey Bear
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lilli q.
Go Girls

Little green notebooks, scattered on rough concrete. Not quite teal,
not aquamarine, not evergreen. The color of sea glass on a cloudy day.
The perfect shade of green, a shade I can still remember 15 years later. I
think of these notebooks often, when my mind wanders. Their blinding
white pages, turning with the wind, envelop me. I am back there, among
the orange flowers and sticky fingers, feeling content, full. I breathe in the
light, soak up the air. The sun’s rays filter through the foliage, casting
shadows on my mind and burning in my thoughts. My hands are sweaty,
my nails full of dirt, my hair tangled and warm. I smile at the idea of my
grossness.

I slowly turn the pages of my little green notebook, filled with science
lessons and art projects. The girls around me are snacking, chattering. It
is a peaceful noise, a silent murmur. I join in the buzz, munching on
peanuts and smiling at the faces around me. I swirl and lean, side to
side, like I’ve always done when I’m grounded in my surroundings, never
wanting to leave.

We are in a garden. We look at birds, plants, soil. Anything our eyes
will see, our hands will touch. We are fascinated and frightened at the
world around us, finding solace in each other’s clammy grips and loud
whispers. The only thing between us and that big world is our mothers.
Our mothers, themselves a force of nature. They are the creators of our
little green notebooks. They wear sunglasses and large billed caps, with
local beach names from vacations long past.

A worm wriggles past me. Oohhh! says one of the girls. I pick it up,
letting it wriggle in my tiny hand, its slimy skin leaving a trail. The worm
looks at me, Will you let me down now please? I oblige.

As the sun sets, the earth quiets. I close my little green notebook.
Oh, how I wish to be back in this glowing world. Oh, this is peace.
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Trevor Martin
Hidden Valley
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Rebekka Katajisto
In Mother’s Arms
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Spark don’t fail me I
fear the unknown
self behind the mind, eye
looking darkly through
me, looking through clouded
milk glass, looking through
smudged glasses framed
in tortoise shell I wore
forever twelve years old. Who
can bear the weight of that gaze?

Jericho Hockett
Dear Intuition
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My mom died ten years ago. Ten years ago we were under a different
lockdown, one dictated by a team of hematologists; doctors who warned
us that blood cells were low and immunity was compromised. Nurses
walking down corridors wearing gloves and masks, disinfecting
everything. Confined to a hospital bed in August when the blue sky is
teasing you and knowing that if you leave for one hour, that may be the
last hour you ever have. And so it was, August 2010 was the last hour
following 10 months of horror. It is a story for another time.

Ten years later, I found myself in Coronavirus lockdown rummaging
through old books when I found my mother’s meatball recipe, randomly
folded and hidden between two other recipes. I almost choked. This is a
recipe book I use often. How could I have missed this tiny nugget of
whimsey? Stuck at home with hours to kill, I decided to get to work. I
immediately took a picture and sent it to my cousins all over the world.
We are in a chat group spanning South Africa, Ghana, England, Australia,
and Germany. We grew up together in South Africa as first generation
South Africans with limited Greek, English and Afrikaans being our native
tongues. The “Koulla’s Keftedes” recipe was the star of the Whatsapp
show. My mother would have been impressed. From all corners of the
world and different time zones, cousins vowed to start frying Koulla’s
Keftedes in kitchens everywhere.

She was a low-key person. Fancy wasn’t her thing. She cooked
because she wanted to feed her family, she cooked to put us through
university and she cooked to keep us eating together. Our mothers were
all immigrants, young brides who left Cyprus for better lives. All had
arranged marriages, leaving families and having children in new
continents far away from home. Our mothers were the center of our
lives, as all Greek mothers are. Strangely, we all lost our mothers fairly
young. For some reason, women in our family do not live long, quite the
opposite to most Greek families. I guess we are outliers.

My mother, like all Greek mothers of her generation, never wrote
down recipes. Because of this, I have very little to go on. She died when I
still had a Blackberry so I have limited videos of her. Pictures are in
albums and not stored on any device. Her writing... well, I have hardly
anything. She was a reader, not a writer. She cooked a lot. I always
remember her in the kitchen. She owned a fast food restaurant so food
was always plentiful, but one of my biggest regrets is that I didn’t pay
enough attention. I wasn’t interested in the recipes because I guess I

Maria Titan
Koulla’s Keftedes
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always thought she would be there to make them. It is the curse of the
young, not paying attention because you believe it will always be there.

I have spent the last decade cooking but I very rarely cook Greek
food. Maybe it’s because I live in Cyprus now and Greek food is plentiful
or maybe my mom set the bar too high and I’m too intimidated to
compete. Now that I am fully grown with children of my own, or perhaps
because I find myself in lockdown with time to think and idle hands,
cooking food from my childhood finally appeals. Craving my mother’s
food with that special mix of love and familiarity and home. Not stuck-
under-lockdown home, but home-is-where-the-heart-is home.

And this is how it came to be. A simple recipe, the loops of her g’s
and the slant of her ‘y’s and the simplicity of the method. My mom never
wore makeup, only a smudge of lipstick. She never wore heels, always
choosing sensible flats. She wasn’t wordy, she was practical and moved
with purpose. Fry them in hot oil a few minutes and they are ready. She
didn’t instruct me to put the heat on high, she didn’t advise on how finely
to grate the potato. I guess she just assumed it was obvious or that I
would use my brain and figure it out. Maybe she wanted me to put my
own spin on it. I don’t know. Maybe she just assumed that because I had
watched her cook these amazing little balls of goodness throughout my
childhood that I would intrinsically know what to do. Like osmosis, the
method would have just absorbed into my mind. Maybe she assumed
that because I came out of her, I would just know.

They were my favorites. The parsley and onion and the crispy
outside with the soft inside. Biting into them feels like going home, like
breaking into a familiar place. So many memories of my childhood self,
standing by the pan and watching them change from light to golden, like
magic. When they were done, I would burn my tongue every time
because I could just not wait a second more. Every single time, without
fail, I would take another and burn myself all over again. Sometimes they
would be oblong, other times round, but always with the same crispy
outside and parsley oniony flavored inside. My Anglo-Saxon friends
would beg her to make them when they came round, favoring them to the
pale, soggy meatballs of their youth. Decades later, they still talk about
those meatballs. Nothing like Koulla’s Keftedes.

To this day, I have never tasted one like my mother made and believe
you me, I have eaten plenty. So when I found this recipe ten years later, I
cried. I cried because those looped ‘g’s and ‘y’s and curly ‘f’s took me
back to a time when my mom wrote me sick notes because I didn’t want
to swim in the school gala and a time when she sent me old fashioned
letters by post while I was living abroad as a fledgling teacher. This
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recipe was a message spanning decades. The paper was intact and
nothing was smudged, like it was written yesterday. Writing is a powerful
thing. It takes you back.

And so it was, on a rainy Wednesday on day who-the-hell-knows of
Coronavirus lockdown, I knew that the family needed to be fed and
keftedes needed to be made.

My eight-year-old was fully on board. She never met my mother. She
was born a year after her death. Always keen to hear about her yiayia,
with endless questions about what she looked like and who she was.
She is at that age when she asks me why she doesn’t have a yiayia, the
age that is obsessed with justice and all things being fair, and she feels
like she was cheated. Well Sophie Bear, you were. You were robbed.

Together we washed and grated the potatoes, diced the onion,
chopped the parsley, cracked an egg and mixed the meat. Our two hands
made little balls and waited for the oil to heat. I have my mother’s hands.
We dropped them in one by one and waited for the crispy coat to form.
Like magic, it did.

Were they as good? No.

Memory is a strange thing. Perhaps I have elevated them to some
godly mythological meatball, maybe I didn’t heat the oil just right. I
believe it was the potato. I should have grated it finer. I blame the potato.
But my eight-year-old burnt her mouth eating them by the stove and
refused to stop. She raved about them and declared them the best
meatballs she has ever had. True, she doesn’t have a point of reference,
so I suppose her mom's meatballs are the best meatballs. And this, I
guess, is how all great meatball stories are made.
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Emma Barnes
Prescribed Burn
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You wrote my address in pink pencil crayon
on the inside of a gum wrapper
and found me on the lawn
when the grass was cool damp
and the sky looked like a peach
ripe with pulp.

Shoelaces
sidewalk chalk
and a Baby Bottle
Pop.

We slurp gnaw scrape chew lick
all the pleasure these telephone pole streets
can offer.

A Lip Smacker pucker.
A toothy kiss on the mouth.

“Goodbye” rolls heavy off my tongue like a marble
clacking against wet molars on its way
to chase you home.

Dana Foley
Pulp
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Anna Shikany
Honeycrisps
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Trevor Martin
Hot Dog on a Log
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Sabatin Bascoban
Orange Regalia
(Glazed ceramic, nylon, metal)
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Sabatin Bascoban
Orange Regalia

(Acrylic on orange peel, string)
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Natalia Celine Arias
Things Are Changing
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